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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
FOR OCEAN BUOYS
ABSTRACT
A system concept has been developed by Viasat, Inc. and Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution for improving the data telemetry bandwidth available on ocean buoys. This concept
utilizes existing communications satellites as data relay stations and mechanically steered
antenna arays to achieve increased data rates and improved power efficiency needed for ocean
applications.
This report describes an initial feasibility and design study to determine if a mechanically
steered antenna array can meet the requirements of open ocean buoy applications. To meet the
system requirements, an 18-element microstrip antenna (9-element transmit, 9-element receive)
was designed and fabricated under subcontract by Seavey Engineering Associates, Inc. It
operates in the 4-6 GHz frequency band (C-band) and provides 14 dB of gain. The 1h power
beamwidth is :!15° in azimuth and elevation. This antenna design, in conjunction with a simple
rotating mount, was used to evaluate the potential of this approach to keep a geostationar
satellte in view when mounted on an ocean buoy. The evaluation is based on laboratory
measurements using a magnetic compass and a small stepper motor to maintain antenna
orientation while the complete assembly was rotated and tilted at speeds similar to what would
be expected on an offshore buoy equipped with a stabilizing wind vane.
The results are promising, but less than conclusive because of limitations in the
experimental test setup. The recent introduction of several commercially available mechanically
steered antennas designed for use on small boats may provide a viable alternative to the approach
described here with appropriate modification to operate at C-band.
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One of the continuing challenges in oceanography is the development of practical and
cost effective techniques to collect oceanographic data in real time (1). In particular the ocean's
interior is poorly sampled in time and space and real-time data are especially difficult to obtain.
One of the major limitations in this endeavor is available bandwidth on satellite communication
systems with oceanic coverage. Historically, ocean researchers have used the Argos (2) and
GOES (3) systems for ocean data telemetry, but they have very limited bandwidth. They do,
however, provide global coverage and generally meet the power constraints of most ocean
platforms. A number of other satellte telemetry options have recently become available or are in
the advanced planning stages. Some of these have limited spatial coverage and others are limited
by data throughput or access charges, but several have the potential to revolutionize ocean data
collection (4).
The general categories into which these systems fall are the Little LEOs, Big LEOs, and
geostationary systems (5). Little LEOs are Low Earh Orbit systems aimed at low-rate data
transfer. They generally consist of a few to up to three dozen small satelltes that link small, low-
power transceivers anywhere on the earh to a few base stations located at strategic positions
around the globe. The Orbcomm system is the most advanced of the Little LEO systems. It is
designed to provide global data transfer using relatively short messages for a very large number
of users. It utilizes the 130- 1 50 MHZ band and requires 5 watt transmitters combined with
omni-directional antennas. At this time, Orbcomm has two satellites in place with a planned
constellation of thirty six. An experimental test of the Orbcomm system on the R/ KNORR (6)
resulted in data throughput of only about 1 Kbyte/day (similar to Argos), but as more satelltes
are launched, this number may increase though throughput per platform is a function of the
number of platforms in use as well as the number of satelltes in orbit. In addition, the tariffs
associated with tens of Kbytes per day data transfer may not be affordable. However, final tariffs
have not yet been announced. The long-term outlook for Orbcomm is driven by the market for
data transfer services, and whether a market for data-only messaging is a distinct niche not
covered by the Big LEOs is stil uncertain.
Big LEO systems, which operate at L-band (1.6 - 2.5 GHz) are probably best represented
by the Iridium system which plans to launch sixty-six satelltes in Low Earh Orbit to provide
worldwide satellite cellular telephone service. This system, or one of its several potential
competitors (GlobalStar and Odyssey are examples of U.S. based competitors) is likely to be
operational before the Year 2000. Iridium also requires a 5 watt transceiver using an omni-
directional antenna at the remote sites. It supports 2400 bit/s data rates and is expected to charge
on the order of $3.00 per minute, which is far less than Argos or proposed Orbcomm tariffs. It
should be noted that predicted rates are frequently the lower price bound and that typically rates
rise as a system gets closer to implementation. Questions about Iridìum center on whether it wil
support true global access and, of course, whether it will prove to be commercially viable.
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Several of the competing Big LEO systems are designed primarily for coverage of populated
areas and these systems require fewer and less sophisticated satelltes than Iridium. Whether this
technical difference wil have a profound impact on which system or systems survive into the
next century is unknown, but some of the competing approaches provide only limited ocean
coverage.
The third general approach to ocean data telemetry utilizes geostationary satelltes.
GOES is an example of a geostationary system that has been operational since the 1970s. The
disadvantage of the geostationary systems for battery powered operation is that they require
substantially more power at the remote sites to reach the satelltes which are about 36,000 km
from the surface of the ear, while the LEOs are typically at altitudes of 800- 1400 km. Thus,
geostationary systems with omni-directional antennas typically require 40-S0 watts of
transmitted power to achieve data rates that the LEOs can achieve with l-S watt transmitters.
The GOES system was developed for U.S. government use in the 1970s and is limited to a few
Kbytes data throughput per day p~r transmitter. InMarsat C, the other operational system in this
category, is normally used for short messages, though its base data rate is 600 bit/so A new
service offered by Westinghouse using the MSA T satellite system can provide telephone quality
service (2400 bit/s) using a 20-40 watt transmitter and a mechanically steered antenna array (7).
This approach, which has just recently become operational, is similar in some respects to the
Viasat/Oi concept and is available for ocean areas near the U.S. and Central America. It has
not been used on ocean buoys to date, but is designed specifically for small boats and should be
transferable to large ocean buoys. Several groups are evaluating this system, called SKYSITE, at
this time (8) and (9). The hardware to implement the SKYSITE link is too large and power
consumptive for many ocean buoy applications. Unanswered questions concerning interference
with InMarsat in coastal waters may also limit the utility of the system.
The above discussion is not meant to be an in-depth treatment of mobile satellite
comriunications. It is meant to provide some context to the discussion in the following section.
A more complete description of the field can be found in (4), (10), and (11) and in the
referenced material in these aricles.
1.2 Conceptual Approach
The key issues in identifying and developing practical approaches for ocean data
telemetry include:
1. Coverage - Systems with global or nearly global coverage are needed to monitor the 70%
of the globe that is water covered. In some applications short range systems such as line-
of-sight radio or cellular telephone can provide very good solutions incorporating low
cost, high data rates, and high reliability. In these cases a satellite-based system is not
required. Beyond 10 or 20 miles, however, these systems begin to have propagation
problems unless antennas can be placed at high elevations. A second category of
coverage is less than global, but provides important oceanic coverage in waters near the
coast. Some of these systems, which are targeted on continental land mass areas, cover
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significant fractions of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The Westinghouse SKYSITE
system is an example of this important class for North American oceanographers and
similar systems are likely to become available in Europe. They use spot beams from
geostationar satelltes to concentrate their resources where their customers are.
2. Data Throughput - Oceanographers need a range of data rates - from a few bytes per day
in some cases to Mbytes per second in other cases. The typical rates available at present
are one to a few Kbytes per day. Most real-time applications would be satisfied by
2400 bit/s on a bursting basis with the duty cycle determned by power considerations,
cost per bit, and importance of the data. This is the rate nominally available from systems
providing telephone service. Two-way data telemetry is a key feature of the systems
presently being implemented.
3. Cost - Typical Argos costs are $4,000/year per platform. Data costs in this range or
perhaps up to 10 times this amount, on a per site basis, are typical limits in the
oceanographic community. Obviously, for short term, high visibility applications, higher
fees may be acceptable. Hardware cost is less of an issue since the transceivers for most
of these systems are in the $1,000 - $5,000 range.
4. Power - Data rates are intimately tied to transmit power and antenna configuration.
Higher gain antennas infer higher data rates at a given transmit power, but steered
antennas also infer power usage to provide steering. Most oceanographic applications
operate on batteries where continuous drains exceeding a few watts are unacceptable
except for short-term applications. A solar panel array can increase this limit by a factor
of 5- lOin areas with lots of sunshine. A reasonable goal for an oceanographic system
limits the average power drain to 1 watt or less and the maximum drain to 50 watts or less
to avoid special constraints on battery design.
Ken Gamache of Viasat, Inc. has developed a proprietar conceptual design for a satellite
telemetry system takng into account the complex interaction between the requirements and
limitations of ocean data telemetr systems. In general outline, the proposed Viasat system
operates as follows:
A C-band (4-6GHz) transceiver is deployed on an ocean buoy. Its receiver is able to lock
on the downlink from a commercial C-band communications satellite on which bandwidth has
been leased. (These lease rates are low relative to the throughput potential for ocean data
telemetr). The transmitter is tuned to 6 GHz, the receiver to 4 GHz. To reach the geostationar
C-band satellte, a directional antenna with 14 dB of gain is used. At 5 watt transmit level, a data
rate of 250 bit/s can be achieved. Because pointing accuracy is variable, a spread-spectrum
transmission scheme is used to minimize interference on nearby satelltes. This interference
issue also dictates a maximum output of 5 watts at the transmitter. The satellite acts as a bent
pipe and the data are collected by a Vias at ground station. Data can also be received by the
offshore buoy. A more complete description of the Viasat approach can be found in (12).
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The WHOI contribution to the system is the mechanically-steered antenna array. An 18-
element microstrip antenna aray provides 14 dB of gain in transmit and receive with a conical
beam pattern of :!15° in azimuth and elevation (at the Y2 power point - HPBW). The width of the
beam pattern is designed to keep the satellite in tiew of the transceiver during most sea
conditions as the buoy moves in response to waves. Buoy heave (vertical displacement) and
translation (horizontal displacement) are not an issue. Antenna pointing in azimuth is
accomplished by monitoring buoy orientation relative to magnetic north using a triaxial
magnetometer (compass). The antenna is mounted on a platform that is rotated in azimuth to
keep it pointed in the direction of the satellte. Compass measurements are corrected for buoy tilt
using a built in tilt sensor.
1.3 Objectives
The goal of the buoy telemetry system is to transmit data to and from most ocean locales
at rates up to 250 bit/s using less than 15 watts total power. Tariffs for delivered data have the
potential to be as low as $0.10 /Kbyte. Cost to implement the system is a small fraction of other
systems since a dedicated space segment is not required and costs of the transceiver/antenna are
similar to most other approaches. The buoy telemetry system would be developed for specific
groups of users in specific industries. This is probably both a strength and a weakness of the
approach. The reason the Iridium system has the potential to provide cost effective ocean data
telemetry is that it is aimed at a very large market for worldwide telephone service. This keeps
costs low, but means that oceanographers could be left out, if ocean coverage is not supported.
The Viasat approach would have to support itself on a smaller base of users, but it could be more
responsive to their needs in a way that Iridium never could.
The objective of the WHOI portion of the research was to develop a design for a
mechanically-steered, directional antenna that would meet the requirements of an offshore buoy
application in terms of size, power, cost, and buoy dynamics. The design has to provide the RF
features needed for the transceiver, i.e., 14 dB gain, reasonable pointing accuracy and 4/6 GHz
receive/transmit frequencies. Rather than limit the work to a purely theoretical analysis of these
systems, we chose to design and fabricate a prototype system that we could test on a simple
laboratory apparatus to measure its performance and thus gain insight into the practical problems
associated with our approach. Sections 2 and 3 describe the prototype design and the test results.
Section 4 provides a discussion of the results and some insight into how recent commercial




The requirements of the mechanically-steered buoy antenna system are:
Gain: 14 dB - Transmit and receive
Directionality: :t15° in elevation and azimuth at the HPBW
Pointing accuracy: :!1° in azimuth under stable conditions
:!15° under typical sea state conditions
Response time: ~20° /sec in azimuth
Size: :5 30 cm x 30 cm
Weight: :5 1 kgm
These requirements were based on the RF requirements of the satellte link, the physical
dimensions of ocean buoys, and the dynamic motions of ocean buoys in normal sea states. The
objective was a system that would operate reliably up to Sea State 4 or 5 and perhaps higher
depending on buoy design. A key question about the effect of momentary outages when the
antenna beam is pointing away from the satellite is yet to be answered. The presumption is that,
like other systems, once the receiver has achieved lock and a transmission has begun, momentary
dropouts can be accommodated without significant penalties in data throughput. Obviously, some
means of error correction or re-transmission wil be required in these cases, but these details
concerning system protocols have not been addressed.
To meet the antenna requirements, a subcontract with Seavey Engineering Associates,
Inc., of Cohasset, MA was put in place to design and fabricate two C-band antennas. The initial
subcontract with Seavey used a preliminar specification on the antenna beam pattern. In this
early design we requested that they produce an asymmetrical beam pattern that was :!6° in
azimuth and :!20° in elevation (at the HPBW) with 17 dB of gain for the transmit aray and
:!12° in azimuth, :!20° in elevation with 14 dB of gain for the receive aray. Figure 1 shows the
antenna which was produced. Its beam pattern, as measured by Seavey's engineers was
Transmit (6 GHz): :!6° azimuth, :!16° elevation, 17 dB gain
Receive (4 GHz): :!8.5° azimuth, :!20° elevation, 14 dB gain
After working with this design, it was determined that a symmetric array would be more
readily modeled and would probably provide better results on an ocean buoy. As a consequence,
Seavey designed and fabricated a second antenna with the following beam pattern:
Transmit/eceive: :!15° azimuth and elevation, 14 dB gain
Figure 2 shows the second antenna design and Table 2 (from (13)) shows the results of
the engineering tests.
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Figue 1: Initial microstrip antenna with asymetrical beam pattern (from Seavey
Report No. 9539-701, March 1996).
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Summary of Test Results
C-Band Buoy REDL
Pdnted Circuit Antenna
Seavey Engineering Associates Model No. 9539-800
March, 1996
Frequency Gain Half Power
(GHz) dBid Beamwidth
Receive Peak Elevation Azimuth Azimuth Az. El. Dia.
40 det. BW 24 deg. BW 12 deg. BW /45°
4.00 15.5 12.5 9.2 - 17° 40° 22°
4.10 16.0 12.7 9.7 - 17° 39° 22°
4.20 15.9 12.9 9.4 - 16° 40° 21°
Transmit
6.25 17.6 13.3 - 14.6 12.0° 32.0° 14.5°
6.35 17.6 13.3 - 14.6 12.0° 31.5° 15.0°
6.45 17.8 13.6 - 14.4 11.5° 32.0° 15.0°
Table 1-1
Frequency Max. Sidelobe VSWR Axial Ratio Isolation
(GHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) .
Receive Az. El. Dia.
/45°
4.00 17° 40° 22° 1.33 4.5 ::29
4.10 17° 39° 22° 1.33 2.5 ::29
4.20 1.6° 40° 21.° 1.26 3.0 ::29
Transmit
6.25 12.00 32.0° 14.5° 1.22 4.5 ::29
6.35 12.0° 31.5° 15.0° 1.12 4.5 ::29
6.45 11.50 32.0° i 15.0° 1.12 3.5 ::29
Table 1-2
Table 1: Meaured performance of the asymetrical microstrip antenna shown in
Figure 1. (From Seavey Report No. 9539-701, March 1996.)
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From these data and the report included as Appendix 6.0, it is clear that this design
met all of the RF requirements. The antenna is also a very small, lightweight design, easily
mounted on a rotating fixture compatible with use on ocean buoys (under an appropriate
radome). It is also inexpensive to produce.
2.2 Mechanical Steering System Design
The specification for beam pattern was a compromise between the required antenna
gain (which is inversely proportional to beam width) and the expected pitch and roll motion of
oceanographic buoys. Experience at WHOI using large discus buoys, typically 3m in diameter,
suggests that pitch and roll angles beyond 150 occur infrequently even in rather heavy sea states
(14), (15) and average tilts are normally in the :!5° range. Buoys equipped with wind vanes
typically stay within :!15° of the wind direction under steady wind conditions. While these
estimates are not definitive with regard to buoy motion in the presence of waves, they are based
on standard 3m discus buoys in realistic sea states. For comparison, actively positioned antennas
meant for ship applications are designed to tolerate pitch/roll motions of:! 1 00 /:!30 0 (InMarsat A)
and :!7 
0/:!15 
° (Direct TV) (10). The WaveTalk antenna (used in the SKYSITE system) has a
:!22.5° beam pattern in elevation, but is constrained to absolute angles between 150 and 600
above the horizon. It turns in azimuth at up to 700/sec. It would be very instructive to install the
Seavey microstrip antenna on a surface buoy such as the Bermuda Testbed Mooring (16) (a large
hemispherical surface buoy equipped with a wind vane) to measure the net effect of buoy motion,
pointing errors and transmission path fluctuations.
The mechanical steering arangement is shown in Figure 3. It consists of a small stepper motor
(escap Model EDM-483I) controlled by a single board controller (Onset Tattletale Model 8). A
Precision Navigation, Inc. digital electronic compass (Model TCM2) is used to measure antenna
orientation relative to magnetic north. A built in tilt sensor corrects the compass heading for
buoy tilts. The compass is based on a triaxial magnetometer and a biaxial electrolytic
inclinometer, and has no moving pars. It outputs compass heading, pitch and roll readings as
often as 16 times per second. Compass accuracy is :! 1 0 RMS at tilts of less than 200. Tilt
accuracy is :! 0.20. Power drain is 100 mwatts. In the test setup operation, a known direction
was input as the orientation reference (satellite location) and the antenna orientation was
compared to this value twice a second by accessing the PNI compass output. If the two
orientations differed, the stepper motor was commanded to return to the zero difference
orientation. To avoid winding up the antenna leads, the controller reversed the direction of the
stepper motor to avoid making more that 1 Yi turns around the antenna mounting shaft.
Specifications of the prototype mechanical steering system are;
Power drain: moving (24 watts); quiescent (12 watts)
Pointing accuracy: :!1°
Response time: ¿ Yi sec










Rx & Tx Parasitic Arrays
Figure 2: Symetric antenna design :t15° HPBW in azimuth and elevation (from Seavey
Report No 9632-700, June 1996.)
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Seavey Engineering Associates Model No. 9632-800
July, 1996
Table 1-1 .
Frequency Gain HPBW Max. VSWR Axial Ratio Isolation
(GHz) (dBic) Side Lobe (dB) (dB)
. Receive Az. EL Az. EI.
4.00 14.4 29° 30° 13.4 15.4 1.17:1 2.6 ;:37
4.10 14.6 28° 27° 12.5 15.3 1.19:1 3.3 ;:37
4.20 14.7 28° 28° 12.7 14.0 1.42: 1 3.0 ;:37
Transmit
ó.25 14.2 31° 30° 14.7 15.0 1.12: 1 2.6 ;:37
6.35 14.2 31° 29° 13.5 14.8 1.22: 1 2.4 ;:37
6.45 14.3 30° 28° 12.4 14.3 1.34:1 2.7 ;:37
SPECIFICATIONS










Table 2: Meaured performance of the symmetric antenna shown in Figure 2 (from
Seavey Report No 9632-700, July 1996).
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Figure 3: Mechanically steered antenna array
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It should be noted that this prototype system was designed for use in the laboratory
with off-the-shelf components and was not optimized for buoy use. In paricular, the system
using the stepper motor and controller uses more power and has a slower system response time
than that of an analog system using a brush-type motor. The stepper motor system leads to
excessive lag times which caused significant pointing errors at high rotational rates. The reasons
for the lag are severaL. First is the computation time for the stepper motor to process a command,
calculate the ramp up/down profie for the move, and then perform the actual move. Second, the
number of computations and commands that the main controller has to perform in order to
calculate the number of steps needed to maintain the correct heading is large. Third, the time
needed to send and receive digital information from both the compass and the motor controller is
several tenths of a second. In a system that uses a brush-type motor the overall response time
could be reduced by eliminating most of these delays.
3.0 TEST RESULTS
3.1 Test Results with Rotating Table
Results of RF tests on the 18-element Seavey antenna are included in the Electrical
Test Report in Appendix 6.0 which was prepared by Seavey Engineering Associates, Inc. The
prototype antenna meets the specification in all significant measures. It provides 14 dB of gain at
the center of the beam pattern and at least 1 1 dB of gain 150 on either side of the maximum in
both elevation, azimuth, and in a 450 slice. It is small, lightweight and inexpensive to
manufacture.
To test the mechanical steering technique proposed for ocean buoys, a test set up was
constructed using the mechanical steering assembly shown in Figure 3 mounted on a rotating
table (Figure 4). A second PNI compass was used to provide a fixed reference and a computer
was set up to record table position (PNI compass 2) and antenna position (PNI compass 1) twice
per second for table rotation rates of 20 /sec, 50 /sec, and 100 /sec. The control program was
written so that any time the antenna position differed from the reference position by more than
10, the stepper motor was actuated to reduce the difference. The motor speed was 600/sec and
the rotating table had about 1 0 of deadband when changing direction. Figure 5A and 5B show
the test setup in block diagram form.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the system response to steady rotation at 20 /sec, 50 /sec and
100/sec. The upper plot is the antenna orientation and the lower plot is the table orientation. The
straight line on the upper plot is the fixed reference position (satellte heading). Figure 9 shows
the antenna orientation data collected at all three speeds on the same scale. These plots ilustrate
two features of the system. The system noise and the pointing accuracy are proportional to the
speed of rotation. The overall performance is controlled by the system lag time which, in this
case, is about l/ sec which explains why the errors are about 1 0, 2 Yz 0, and 50 at 20 /sec, 50 /sec,
and 100 /sec, respectively. This lag time is primarily a function of the controller spending time
collecting information from several sensors over RS232 lines and then sending digital commands
16
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Figure 4: Test configuration showing the rotating table, measurement electronics, and
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Table Posion vs. Time
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Figure 6: Top plot shows antenna orientation ":ersus time for the table orientations shown
in the lower plot. The ¡ixed reference direction is the straight line at 149.7°.
Table rotation speed is 2 ° ¡sec.
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Figure 7: Top plot shows antenna orientation versus time for the table orientations shown
in the lower plot. The fixed reference direction is the straight lie at 1520.
Table rotation speed is 50 ¡sec.
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Antenna Positon vs_ Time
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Figure 8: Top plot shows antenna orientation versus time for the table orientations shown
in the lower plot. The fixed reference direction is the straight line at 1120.
Table rotation speed is 100/sec.
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Figure 9: Plots showing antenna orientation versus time for table rotation speeds of 20 /sec
(top), 5°/sec (middle), and 10o/sec (bottom)
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to the stepper motor controller. It could be considerably shortened by redesigning the system as
discussed above.
3.2 Test Results with Tilted Rotating Table
Figure 10 shows the performance of the system with fixed tilts of 0, 10 and 200 to the
rotating table for a rotation speed of 30 /sec. Figure 1 1 is the analogous plot for a table rotation
speed of 100 /sec. The result of these fixed tilts is to cause a changing tilt in the antenna as it
rotates in the opposite direction from the table. The purpose of these plots is to get an idea of
how the compass is affected by fluctuating tilts such as a buoy would see. While these angles are
realistic for an ocean buoy, additional accelerations due to heave and horizontal translations may
also playa significant role in system accuracy in a deployed system. Figures 10 and 11 ilustrate
that the additional errors added by the fixed tilt experiment are small compared to the system lag.
However, it may be necessar to incorporate a rate gyro into the sensor system to achieve the
accuracy requirement on ocean buoys in dynamic environments.
4.0 DISCUSSION
The feasibility of using a mechanically steered directional antenna on an ocean buoy
has been investigated by developing an antenna to provide the gain and beam pattern needed to
reach a geostationar satellte in the presence of realistic values of buoy pitch and roll. A
prototype rotating antenna mount was built to look at the feasibility of maintaining orientation in
the presence of realistic buoy yaw motions. Large surface buoys with wind vanes are relatively
stable in yaw at normal wind speeds, usually maintaining direction coincident with the wind to
within about 150. Wind direction over the ocean is relatively more constant than over land.
Buoy yaw rates are not well known, but if it is assumed that they search over :!15° over one wave
period, this suggests typical yaw rates of 100 /sec or less for large buoys with wind vanes.
Based on these preliminary estimates of buoy motion, the mechanically steered
antenna wil meet the requirement to keep the satellite within its Yi power beamwidth a high
percentage of the time. This assumes that the rotating system can be redesigned with a lag time
s; 0.2 sec, which should be feasible without any great design leaps. Since we have not been able
to model the system response under a wide range of measured buoy motions, this is a preliminary
conclusion which needs to be documented with a period of at-sea testing. At-sea tests, however,
require operational RF hardware and a satellte to transmit to, so we are not able to proceed to the
next step at this time.
Considerable research in the area of mechanically steered and electrically steered
antenna arrays has been conducted over the last decade. The objectives of this work are to
develop medium gain (- 15dB) antennas that allow mobile transceivers to reach geostationary or
orbiting satellites using less power than would be required using a low gain omni-directional
antenna. Applications include cellular telephone sets, truck monitoring, rail car monitoring, ship
communications, etc. A number of prototype systems have been designed and tested, particularly
in L-band (1-2 GHz) (17).
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Antenna Error for 0 Deg, 10 Deg and 20 Deg Tilt (measured in Degrees)
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Figure 10: Antenna pointing error for 00 tilt (top), 100 tilt (middle), 200 tit (bottom),
and table rotation speed of 30 ¡sec.
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Antenna Error for 0 Deg, 10 Deg and 20 Deg Tilt (measured in Degrees)
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Figure 11: Antenna pointing error for 00 tit (top), 100 tit (middle), 200 tilt (bottom),
and table rotation speed of 100/sec.
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The mechanically-steered systems have typically used a stepper motor to rotate the
antenna in azimuth, and a fairly broad beam pattern in elevation. They use either closed-loop
tracking, i.e., using a signal from the satellite to search and hold the satellte direction, or open-
loop tracking which uses only sensors such as compasses and rate sensors to orient the antenna.
Typically a rate sensor is used in either case for high frequency corrections to the antenna
orientation.
Electrically steered arrays use either phased aray antennas that are actively steered by
beamforming or switched arrays that have fixed orientations and are switched on or off
depending on the orientation of the antenna fixture. A truncated pyramid with multi-element
arays on each of 4 faces is an example of the second type. Electrically steered arrays offer the
advantage of no moving parts, small size, and potentially very low cost. Their disadvantage is
much higher development cost and high computational requirements. Electrically steered
antennas wil ultimately be the system of choice for mobile communications systems, but
significant technological problems must still be solved before they are practical in most
applications.
While the project has been underway, several commercial developments have
occurred which may have a bearing on our results. Westinghouse has introduced its SKYSITE
service, which provides telephone service via geostationary satellte (MSA T) with coverage over
the U.S., Canada, Central American and coastal regions of the Pacific and the Atlantic, and the
entire Gulf and Caribbean Seas. Most interestingly, their service is designed for fixed site, land
mobile, maritime and aircraft users and they offer both an omni-directional antenna and a
mechanically steered directional antenna. To be accurate, the omni-directional antenna is a high
gain antenna with 3600 azimuthal coverage, but a narrow beam in elevation. The mechanically
steered directional antenna operates on a conceptual design similar to the WHOI design
described in this report. It tracks the satellte in azimuth using a received signal and a rate gyro
to maintain orientation (closed-loop tracking) and has a broad elevation beam designed to cover
between 15 and 600 above the horizon. This beamwidth is expected to maintain satellte tracking
in the presence of vessel pitch and roll. One difference in the Westinghouse design is that the
antenna operates at the same angle in all latitudes while the WHOI system is tilted to center its
beam for a specific latitude. This allows the WHOI system to accommodate wave motions with
a narrower antenna beam angle and thus higher antenna gain.
The technical issues aside, the availability of a low cost, operational mechanically
steered directional antenna for use with geostationary satelltes means our development program
may have been overtaken by the commercial sector. While the Westinghouse system provides
less than global marine coverage, it does provide significant coverage and its advertised rates of
$ 1 A5/minute at 2400 bit/s suggest a cost/yte at least two orders of magnitude less expensive
than Service Argos. Power requirements are high at 75 watts receive, 85 watts transmit, but not
totally unmanageable on a large ocean buoy.
A second commercially available mechanically steered antenna for receiving satellte
broadcast signals is now offer_ed by KVH for Direct TV applications on small boats. It uses
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KVH's digital gyro compass system to control pointing orientation of a small dish antenna. The
pointing system uses four small motors to tilt the dish about a center point without requiring any
rotation. The system is somewhat power intensive, but has high dynamic response and is
compact considering the size of the dish.
Our conclusion based on these commercial developments is that we need to better
understand their capabilities and limitations before pursuing our prototype approach further. For
instance, it may make more sense to try and reduce the power consumed by the WaveTalk
antenna (Westinghouse) than to complete the design of our system and go through the time
consuming testing and demonstration process needed to be sure that our approach offers major
advantages. Tests of the Viasat communication system using the Seavey antenna on a vessel (to
manually handle the pointing requirement) would be a useful step toward a more globally
available system. These comments are relevant to the antenna pointing issue only, not to the
Viasat telemetry technique.
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This report summarzes the electrcal performance of Seavey Engineering
Associates (S.E.A.) Model No. 9632-800, 30° HPBW C-band buoy REDL printed circuit
antenna. It includes a description of the Antenna Under Test (AUT), a list of antenna
specifications and a table summarzing the antenna's electrcal performance. Also included
is outline drawing No. 9632-800 and Acceptance Test Procedure (DOC #ATP-9632-800)
located in appendices A and B respectively.
Test Article
. The antenna tested is of printed circuit design using techniques obtained from
literature (Hori and Nakajima), (James and Hall). The antenna consists of one receive and
one transmit microstrp aray. The receive aray operates in the frequency range of 4.0 -
4.2 GHz and exhibits right hand circular polarzation. The transmit antenna operates in the
frequency range of 6.25 - 6.45 GHz and exhibits left hand circular polarzation. Each
aray consists of nine microstrp radiating elements and is fed with equal phase and
amplitude distrbution. A parasitic circuit is positioned above the radiating elements for
increased bandwidth and electrcal performance.
The feed circuitr and radiating elements are printed on a 6.00"wide x 9. 125"tall x
.063" thick Teflon glass substrate (Dk = 2.50). The parasitic arays are prited on a sheet
of 3 mil FR4 that is spaced above the radiating elements by a sheet of .125" thick
polyurethane foam (See FIG. 1a for more details). Two Type-N female connectors have
been provided for Rx and Tx access and is shown on outline drawing No. 9632-800
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Seavey Engineering Associates Model No. 9632-800
July, 1996
Table 1-1
Frequency Gain HPB'W Max. VSWR Axial Ratio Isolation
(GHz) ( dBic) Side Lobe (dB) (dB)
Receive Az. EI. Az. EI.
4.00 14.4 29° 30° 13.4 15.4 1.17:1 2.6 ~37
4.10 14.6 28° 27° 12.5 15.3 1.19:1 3.3 ~37
4.20 14.7 28° 28° 12.7 14.0 1.42:1 3.0 ~37
Transmit
6.25 14.2 31° 30° 14.7 15.0 1.12:1 2.6 ~37
6.35 14.2 31° 29° 13.5 14.8 1.22:1 2.4 ~37
6.45 14.3 30° 28° 12.4 14.3 1.34:1 2.7 ~37
SPECIFICATIONS





HPBW:................30° Az & EI
VSWR:................1.5: 1
Axial Ratio:..........4.0 dB
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+SEAVEY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES. INC.
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
1.0 SCOPE
This procedure is to be used for testing of Model #9632-800
LHCP transmit / RHCP receive single plane printed ci~~~it
antenna.
2. 0 RELATED DOCUMENTS
- S. E . A. Ou t 1 in e Dr a wing # 9632 - 800
3.0 RANGE TESTS
3.1 SCOPE
Radiation patterns will be generated and gain and axial
ratio tests performed. Tests are to be performed at
Seavey Engineering.
3.2 TEST SETUP
The antenna is to be placed on an elevation-over-azimuth
antenna test pedestal located in the anechoic test chamber.
The received signal is to be recorded using a Scientific
Atlanta antenna test instrumentation receiver and a
rectangular chart recorder, or a network analyzer.
Refer to the block di agrams shown in Sect ion 5.0 fordetails.
3 .3 TEST FREQUENC I ES
Unless otherwise specified, tests are to be performed at:
RECE I VE BAND: 4. 0, 4. 1, and 4. 2 GH z
TRANSMIT BAND: 6.255 6.35 and 6.45 GHz
3.4 RADIATION PATTERNS
Co-polarized radiation patterns are to be generated for the
complete antenna assembly.
Patterns are to be generated in the azimuth and elevation
planes at each of the frequencies listed in section 3.3
for a total of 12 radiation patterns.
Refer to Figure 1 for test setup. Refer to Figure 3 for
orientation of the antenna.
3.4.1 HALF POWER BEAMWIDTHS
HPBW must be 30. minimum on all patterns.
DOC # ATP-9632-800 page 1 of 459 rev. 7/12/96
SEAVEY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES. INC.
ACCEPT ANCE TEST PROCEDURE
3 . 5 GA I N
Record gain data in the transmit and receive bands by the
substitution technique, using a Standard Gain Horn and a
precision RF attenuator inserted in the test antenna signal
path to minimize the dynamic range of the measurement.
Gain is to be measured in the receive band and the transmit
band at the frequencies listed in Section 3.3, above.
Equipment wi i i be set up according to Figure 2 (block
diagram), shown in Section 5.0.
3.5.1 REQU I REMENTS
RECE I VE BAND M i n i mum Ga i n is 14.0 dB i c .
TRANSMIT BAND Minimum Gain is 14.0 dBic.
3.6 AXIAL RATIO
3.6.1 SCOPE
Axial ratio is to be taken on boresight at the
frequencies listed in section 3.3 using a rotatingi inear source at an approximate distance of 20 feet.
Maximum axial ratio is 4.0 dB in both bands.
3 . 6 . 2 PROCEDURE
3.6.2.1- Equipment wi II be set up according to Figure 2(block diagram), shown in Sect ion 5.0.
3.6.2.2- Set the frequency to be measured on the signal
source. Use a frequency counter as a
reference.
3.6.2.3- Turn on the polarization rotator to rotate the
linear source. Record the swept axial ratio
a t beam peak.
3.6.2.4- The unit under test is acceptable if the axial
ratio at beam peak is not greater than 4.0 dB.
3.6.2.5- Note the test frequency and the unit's serial
number on the data plot.
3.6.2.6- Repeat the sequence for each frequency andport to be tested.
60 DOC # ATP-9632-800 page 2 of 4rev. 7/12/96
SEAVEY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES. INC.
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
4.0 VSWR (RETURN LOSS)
4.1 SCOPE
S w e p t r e t urn i 0 s s t est s for a i 1 t est s e que n c e s w iì l be
performed for 1.5:1 maximum V.S.W.R. as follows:





4.2 GHz 14.0 dB
TRANSMIT
II
6 . 25 GH z
I
6 . 4 5 GH z 14.0 dB
4 . 2 PROCEDURE













4.2.2- Set the frequency band to be measured by setting the
Start/Stop controls on the Sweep Osci llator for the
MIN and MAX frequencies for the frequency band to be
tested per the table above. Use a frequency counter
as a reference.
4.2.3- Place the short on the end of the directional
coupler and set the zero reference on the network
analyzer.
4.2.4- Remove the short.
4.2.5- Put the unit under test on the end of the
directional coupler and observe the trace on the
network analyzer.
4.2.6- The unit under test is acceptable if the return loss
is greater than or equal to 14.0 dB.
4.2.7- Record the trace with a plotter. Note the port
tested and the serial number of the unit under test
on tne data plot.
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